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About us
We are DEEP TALES, an ambitious and fast-growing music label in Berlin.
It is our passion to find and deliver deep & melodic auditive journeys to our
listeners, characterized by sonorous atmospheres, driving bass lines and vibrant
percussions, enchanting all senses.
Apart from releasing high quality music, we also work tirelessly to create a steady
stream of physical events all around Germany and Europe.
We head towards fulfilling our vision through finding talented & passionate
producers, established as well as aspiring uprising ones, as well as putting a focus
on a professional and exceptional service. This is key to our success and we don’t
compromise when it comes to striving for an intimate relationship with all our
artists, bolstering their success, while continuously growing as a label.
Our artist roster currently includes the following artists:
Anton Allure | Cosmic Minds | Daniel Vilchez | Davidee | Eleven of July | Eric Rose |
Greg Nox | Intaktogene | INESSA | KAMADEV | Othertune | Sundra | Starkato | Thies
Dry | Till Antonio | TIMLER | Veeco | Voltaire (UK) | Zy Khan
Our releases have so far been supported by artists such as Darin Epsilon,
Massano, Super Flu, Blond:ish, Philipp Wolf, Baime, Lian Gold & many more.
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What we’re looking for
While we firmly believe in working remotely, personal interaction is essential in this
line of work and we’re explicitly looking for someone who is living in Berlin.
Due to the increasing complexity of a growing label and our dedication to be as
professional as possible, we are looking for somebody to help us with
CI / Branding
Artwork Cover Design
Event Cover Design
Social Media Content
Merch Design
Dynamic content creation (gifs, videos, animations, etc.)
We expect you to be passionate about electronic music and enjoy working in this
community; ideally you already have experience in the industry. Experience with
music marketing and promotion is also a great plus.
Additionally, we are looking for the following:
You’re available at least 5h / week
Your strong suit is teamwork, yet you also have the ability to work
individually on your projects & tasks in an efficient and process-oriented
way
You’re driven & passionate to continuously learn and improve your
workflow
What we can offer
Unfortunately, we are not yet in a position to remunerate you financially, yet we
are firm believers in a fair & equitable work relationship! As soon as we’ll have the
funds to do so, we’ll of course be able to offer compensation as well.
What we can offer is the following:
Deep insights into the inner workings of a modern label & the music
industry
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Access to a network of experienced event organizers, artists, promoters,
label managers, etc.
Hands-on experience in a fast-growing label
Focus on continued improvement of workflows and processes
Insights in applied technological innovation (i.e. Augmented Reality, NFTs,
NFCs, etc.)
Access to all our events + Guestlist & Friendslist
Access to our whole back catalog and unreleased tracks
How to get in touch with us
If you’re intrigued and interested in joining us, please write us an email with an
introduction of yourself in your own words, your CV, examples of your work and
relevant links to:
till@deep-tales.world
We’ll be in touch with you shortly and promise to reply to every application we get.
Relevant links
https://www.deep-tales.world/
https://www.instagram.com/deep.tales.ofc/
https://www.facebook.com/deep.tales.ofc
https://www.beatport.com/label/deep-tales/99526
https://soundcloud.com/deep-tales
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